THE DIGITAL APRON
THE IMPACT OF AUTOMATION
AND ANALYTICS ON AIRPORT
AND AIRLINE APRON OPERATIONS

AIRPORTS COULD USE
OPERATIONAL DATA MORE EFFECTIVELY
ADB SAFEGATE’s focus is on providing intelligent solutions that deliver superior airport performance from approach to
departure; digital transformation is a critical part of this. To make this happen, we need to ensure that all key players at the
airport, e.g. tower, airside, and apron, talk to each other. Streamlined operations guarantee that airports and airlines reduce
turnaround time and deliver on-time performance, which, in turn, results in happy passengers.
We focus on making all sides of airport operations perform and talk to each other, which results in a better understanding
of key performance indicators and provides a better view of what to improve, how, and by whom. We partner with airports
and airlines to analyze their current structures and operations, and jointly identify and solve bottlenecks. Our consultative
approach enables airports and airlines to improve efficiency, enhance safety and environmental sustainability, and reduce
operational costs.
Our portfolio includes solutions and services that harmonize airport performance, tackling every aspect of traffic handling
and guidance, from approach, runway, and taxiway lighting to tower-based traffic control systems and intelligent gate and
docking automation. Let’s discuss what approach we can take to maximize the efficiency of your operations.
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Digital Apron transformation

Our Digital Apron solutions

The digital transformation wave has impacted all industries in one way or another
by allowing greater automation, optimization and business transparency. It is a
process that is defined by three separate, yet intertwined, drivers: digitization,
connectivity, and data. It becomes particularly important for capacity-constrained
airports that invest in IT systems and software to optimize processes and support
growth in aircraft and passenger movements through the airport. Increasingly,
we find that investment in digital projects is connected to the key performance
indicators (KPIs) that airports consider core to operations. For example, on-time
performance (OTP) remains the core value measurement across all airports,
constituting the main benefit of numerous project business cases in both airside
and landside digital environments.

As a connector between flights and terminal operations, the apron is where most
of the action is with many stakeholders working for the successful turnaround of
an aircraft. This requires technical and commercial innovation, and a rethinking of
processes to enable efficient partnering between stakeholders.

According to the Frost & Sullivan paper “Digital Transformation of Airport Airside
Operations” the major areas of underperformance for most airports are vehicle
fuel consumption, pushback errors, runway occupancy times, gate departure
delays, and stand availability. We would expect that investment will be redirected
in these areas going forward. Handling the increasing air traffic in a safe, green
and profitable way are challenges that face every airport and airline. The need of
the hour is to harmonize operations at the gate, on the airfield and in the tower to
ensure a better flow of traffic, from approach to departure.
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Our systems enhance operational performance, addressing a spectrum of
processes – from data management, flight information display, billing and
baggage management to resource optimization, system integration and
operational improvement to make collaborative decision making a reality.
Advanced analytics focuses on Operational Intelligence using data to help
airports improve efficiency, passenger experience and control costs. We use
historical data to predict and prevent abnormal situations in dynamic and
complex airport environment.

Airports consider their performance in the apron and gate areas as lacking and are now
making investments to modernize IT systems together with key airline stakeholders.
Digital transformation at airports – ADB SAFEGATE study conducted by Frost & Sullivan

”
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ADB SAFEGATE Airport
Operational Database (AODB)

ADB SAFEGATE Resource
Manager (RMS)

Facing challenges in terms of growth, environmental
impact, security and safety, airports need to optimize
and increase airport capacity to succeed. The ADB
SAFEGATE AODB is a single repository of accurate
information that an airport can trust to run its
business. It brings airports a step closer to achieving
the A-CDM vision and moving an airport into Airport
4.0.

Powerful suite of solutions that allows airports to get
more out of what they have. With its comprehensive
planning capabilities and built-in flexibility, the suite
comprises nine modules that maximize resource
utilization across the full spectrum of scenario
planning and simulation.

Features
• Intelligently manage seasonal flight schedule,
supporting inputs from multiple sources

• Securely generate the Daily Flight Operations plan
• Manage flight updates during the day
• Storage and archiving of flight data
Benefits
• Improved control and management efficiency in
airport operations
• Better predictability, turnaround efficiency and
improved customer satisfaction as airports can
come close to achieving A-CDM compliance

• Proactive control of real-time operations by
predicting events, automatic triggering of tasks
and real-time intelligence for timely decision
making
• Increases visibility for planning and operations,
including accurate schedule information and
passenger forecasts
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• Integrates and simplifies infrastructure and
data, facilitating collaboration across all airport
stakeholders

Features
• Offers the full spectrum of planning scenarios
• Intuitive, easy-to-use interface

• Ability to manage stands, gates, baggage belts,
check-in desks as well apron vehicles and ground
services equipment
• Planning flexibility through multiple approaches
including by Template, Analogy and Artificial
Intelligence
Benefits
• Optimizing resources across all types of scenarios
maximizes resource utilization
• By improving operational efficiency, your airport
can enhance capacity and enjoy significant
cost and time savings through fewer delays or
disruptions

• Minimal technical and user training requirements
translate to lower training and deployment costs
• Increased return on investment (ROI)

• Improves customer loyalty by delivering on
agreed service levels and reduced operational
delays

• Allows airports to plan, reduce risks and make
better business and operational decisions
• Decreased back-office administration through
automatic data capture

• Improved control and management efficiency in
airport operations enabling the airport to realize
costs savings
• Increases visibility for planning and operations,
including accurate schedule information and
passenger forecasts with automated schedule
population and turnaround planning

ADB SAFEGATE Mobile Situational
Awareness Platform
The platform enables collaborative decision making and helps all airport
stakeholders make better decisions and act on them effectively. It’s a responsive,
web application that can be accessed from any web-based device, but is aimed
at tablets and mobile phones for today’s mobile world.
Airports generate and consume large amounts of data and communicating
that data to the people who need it, while they are on the move within the
airport, can be a challenging task. Information such as delays, flight statuses,
and gate details are always important, but having the information on hand
when situations arise means that all key resources can respond and start to
mitigate the risks quickly.
Features
Daily Flight Updates: Lists of arriving and departing flights with all key data of each flight viewed at a glance.
User roles allow for the list view to be configured to show key data such as flight number, scheduled times,
delays, cancellations, gate number and other attributes.
Milestones: The platform provides an overall view of the entire turnaround process, including the capability
to view by exception and to proactively manage the flights predicted to be late. A list of all flight turnarounds
is available for the user to view, including the key times of Block, Start-up Approval and Takeoff Times. Drilling
down on a specific flight presents a full list of all milestones including where there is a delay and the progression
of the aircraft through the turnaround process.
Performance: A snapshot of how well the airport is performing, the performance page gives information such
as percentage (%) of on-time departures, and runway capacity. Analysis of operational performance is simplified
through KPIs making it easier to identify performance bottlenecks and underlying causes.
Situation Awareness Map: Real-time and proactive monitoring of the passenger, baggage and aircraft.
Providing a bird’s eye view of the airport, the map displays all key static assets including terminals, taxiways,
gates and parked aircraft. Its primary purpose is to present any exceptions such as delays, or problems in a view
that allows for resources to be quickly managed to respond to any developing situation.
Benefits
• Comprehensive visibility into operations makes collaborative decision making a reality, mitigating sources of
stakeholder disagreement

• Real-time information in the hands of people who need it, and need to respond based on the situation even
while they are on the move
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ACCELERATE YOUR OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
ADB SAFEGATE Flight
Information Display (FIDS)

ADB SAFEGATE
SafeControl Apron Management (SAM)

In the always-on age, airports must understand and
adapt to new ways visual media is consumed. ADB
SAFEGATE FIDS simplifies visual media management
and goes beyond flight information display. It allows
a variety of additional content - advertising, retail
information, security alerts, weather information,
full HD video, website feeds, boarding and terminal
information, directions/way finding and immigration/
security lane.

ADB SAFEGATE’s concept of operational elasticity on the apron perfectly describes the multidimensional challenge
today’s reality places on all stakeholders involved in the aircraft turnaround.

Features
• Web-based application, user-friendly display
screen/device management
• Easy, intuitive page design

• Message broadcast, emergency alerts and visual
paging
• Language personalization

• Integration with mobile apps, website and social
media
Benefits
• Device and operating system agnostic, it runs on
any smart display to significantly cut costs

• Improves the customer experience with complete
visibility throughout the airport with accurate
and up-to-date flight, baggage and passenger
information
• Helps generate additional revenues through
focused advertising at appropriate locations
• Easy-to-use interface allows quick updates

• Improves the general ambience of the airport
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Our SafeControl Apron Management (SAM) system with its new architecture now offers a more flexible and
adaptable system, both in terms of interfacing capabilities and the additional users who will benefit.
Features

Benefits

Designed to support a more elastic operation, our
web-based SAM provides situational awareness to all
stakeholders involved in the aircraft turn, no matter if
you are located in a control center, in a tower or on
the ground.

• Turn awareness and real-time management airport and airline performance is enhanced
through faster gate turns, reduced delays,
accurate TOBT updates and less congestion.

• Enable fully-automated docking

• Various safety features to ensure safe approach
and pushbacks on the stands

• Receive alerts to potential issues before an aircraft
arrives
• Update AODB with the latest gate/flight
information

• Automatically send actual block IN & OUT times
to AODB
• Share flight information with ground and flight
crews through RIDS capability
• Warn operators of weather events
• Track and report use of GSE

• Integrate with cameras for a live feed of gate
areas

• Traffic Situational Awareness - a better
understanding of the complete traffic, stand
operations equipment status and turn progress,
allows better decisions and enables mitigation.

• Gap Filler A-SMGCS Sensor - SAM uses the
Safedock A-VDGS at each gate as intelligent
sensors to track the position of aircraft in the gate
area. SAM supports surface surveillance systems
by using the A-VDGS to track aircraft movement
within the gate area on arrival and during
pushback.
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ADB SAFEGATE Baggage Management

ADB SAFEGATE Billing & Charge Calculator

(TRAK)

(BILLING)

Airlines are increasingly measured on whether they can deliver passenger bags
accurately and on time. TRAK enables baggage management, reconciliation and
tracking to help airports, airlines and ground handlers reduce mishandling and
departure delays, as well as comply with local and international guidelines on
baggage handling and security.

Efficient, timely, accurate billing helps airports foster amicable business relationships
with key partners in an era where there is intense competition to attract and retain
airline business. Combined with other Digital Apron products BILLING allows precise
calculation of GSE usage and analyzing the cost of apron operations.

Features
• Baggage reconciliation/positive passenger bag matching

• Resilient, reliable, easy-to-use platform that’s scalable, flexible and easy to
integrate
• Mobile phone use capabilities

• Sophisticated segregation functionality

• Real-time, configurable baggage tracking
• IATA compliance and security

• Proactive transfer and reflighting management
Benefits
• Streamlines and improves baggage management and tracking process
• Reduced risk of misloads and handler error

• Minimizes departure delays and reduced baggage mishandling costs

• Improves customer service and security, and the overall passenger experience
• Clear and simple user interface
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Features
• Native integration with AODB and SAM for apron operations
• Punctual and accurate calculation mechanisms

• A range of charge calculation options – ad-hoc, periodic billing, desk invoicing
and manual invoicing
Benefits
Based around a fully configurable business rules workflow engine, BILLING aims to:
• Provide a detailed and real-time cost of apron operations
• Improve visibility of GSE usage

• Reduce client invoice dispute rates

• Sustain business relationships, growth and profitability
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DATA ANALYTICS FOR ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
Turnaround Optimization Suite
“15% of the time, operations on the ground do not match schedule and a smart tool could help,” noted one ground handling official in
a survey conducted by ADB SAFEGATE. Even a 10-minute reduction in turnaround time can improve airplane utilization by 8% and has a
high impact on profitability.
A smart, holistic solution which integrates all data from queueing to luggage loading and integrates with other systems such as A-SMGCS
would be a definite win. ADB SAFEGATE is working toward a smart suite that will improve situational awareness in real-time, optimize
movements of all stakeholders on the ground, and thus, optimize time and money spent from wheels down to wheels up.
Application overview
Real-time situational awareness information: A vital tool for airports of all sizes, it aims to allow the turnaround coordinator to monitor all
apron operations on a single screen.
Mobile resources allocation aims to optimize allocation of mobile resources for turnaround by using predictive analytics to estimate arrival
times and turnaround times.
Performance monitoring and reporting: Particularly useful for airport operation managers at large and busy airports, this tool allows them
to monitor the performance of the turnaround process in real time, and generate reports for a specified period to identify opportunities
for improving gate throughput.
Benefits
• Real-time diagnostics support at the micro (gate) and macro (airport) levels

• Proactive identification of opportunities to improve gate, apron and airport performance
• Insights on the turnaround process that enable better and faster operational decisions
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Artificial Intelligence for apron management
The estimated cost of disruption to airlines and their
customers is up to $60 billion per year, or about 8% of
worldwide airline revenue. What if there was a way to
minimize disruptions by improving the predictability
of apron operations?
ADB SAFEGATE is working on a suite of solutions that
combine our whole portfolio and where historical
data is studied using machine learning to accurately
predict arrivals and departures in a reliable manner.
We are currently focused on the following areas of
application - taxi time, TIBT and TOBT prediction,
baggage transfer management and turnaround
process.

Application overview

Benefits

Aircraft arrival-time prediction combines and
enriches existing open source and airline data
with ADB SAFEGATE output and machine learning
capabilities, identifies patterns and more accurately
predicts landing time and taxi-time under specific
conditions e.g. weather, aircraft type, etc.

• Better prediction of landing time, which allows
airport stakeholders to plan and manage
resources better

Understanding the critical path of the turnaround
process helps predict off-block time and accelerates
recovery time after a disruption or an incident
by providing a prescriptive analysis of current
operations and recommending scenarios to help
airport personnel decide how best to restore
operations at each gate.

• Better turnaround management

• Usage optimization of stands and gates as well as
GSE and personnel
• Faster, more accurate decision making at gate
and airport level, thereby reducing the impact of
disruptions and savings in terms of time and cost
to airlines and airports
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THE DIGITAL APRON AND A NEW DIMENSION
TO MANAGING AIRPORT PERFORMANCE
Airports know that a central repository, holding all information in one place, is invaluable to key stakeholders and improving
airport operations.
ADB SAFEGATE is in unique position to help airports around the world achieve superior airport performance. We offer
an unrivalled understanding of the airside, from tower to airfield to gate, and our industry-leading solutions are adopted
widely. We’re helping airports, airlines, ground handlers and other stakeholders gain actionable insights by analyzing data
across airside systems, as well as the airport systems that manage landside and airside processes and resources.
We’re enabling the convergence of workflows across the airport, leveraging advanced analytics to help our customers
predict rather than react, become operationally resilient and achieve the triple aim of operational efficiency, profitability
and passenger experience.
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